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Abstract
We show how to take any two parameter-free online learning algorithms with different regret guarantees and
obtain a single algorithm whose regret is the minimum of the two base algorithms. Our method is embarrassingly
simple: just add the iterates. This trick can generate efficient algorithms that adapt to many norms simultaneously,
as well as providing diagonal-style algorithms that still maintain dimension-free guarantees. We then proceed to
show how a variant on this idea yields a black-box procedure for generating optimistic online learning algorithms.
This yields the first optimistic regret guarantees in the unconstrained setting and generically increases adaptivity.
Further, our optimistic algorithms are guaranteed to do no worse than their non-optimistic counterparts regardless of
the quality of the optimistic estimates provided to the algorithm.
1 Online Learning
We consider the classic online learning problem with linear losses [1, 2, 3], sometimes called online linear optimiza-
tion. Online learning is a game in which for each of T rounds, the learning algorithm outputs some vector wt in some
convex domainW , and then the environment reveals a vector gt and the algorithm suffers loss 〈gt, wt〉. The objective
is to minimize the regret, which is the total loss relative to some benchmark point u:
RT (u) :=
T∑
t=1
〈gt, wt − u〉
Although this formulation appears to only apply to a simple linear environment, algorithms that guarantee low regret
can actually be automatically applied to general stochastic convex optimization problems found throughout machine
learning [4], and so many of the popular optimization algorithms in use today (e.g. [5, 6]) are in fact online linear
optimization algorithms.
Our first goal is to provide a “meta-algorithm” that combines online learning algorithms in a black-box manner
to obtain an algorithm that achieves the best properties of the individual algorithms. Our technique applies to any
algorithm that guarantees RT (0) is bounded by a constant, notably including the “parameter-free” algorithms that
obtain regret bounds of the form RT (u) = O˜(‖u‖
√
T ) without knowledge of ‖u‖. There are already a number of
such algorithms which guarantee regret bounds adapting to different characteristics of the sequence gt or comparison
point u [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Our meta-algorithm frees the user from having to choose which algorithm is best for the task
at hand.
Next, we develop a variation of this algorithm-combining technique that yields optimistic regret guarantees. In
optimistic online learning, the algorithm is provided with a “hint” ht that is some estimate of gt before deciding on
the prediction wt. The goal is to use ht in such a way that the regret is very small when ht is a good estimate of gt
[12, 13, 14, 15]. A classic optimistic regret bound whenW has diameterD = supx,y∈W ‖x− y‖ is:
RT (u) ≤ O

D
√√√√ T∑
t=1
‖gt − ht‖2


Our approach is a reduction that takes an algorithm obtaining regret RT (u) ≤ B(u)
√∑T
t=1 ‖gt‖2⋆ for some arbitrary
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functionB and returns an algorithm obtaining regret
RT (u) ≤ O

B(u)min


√√√√ T∑
t=1
‖gt‖2,
√√√√ T∑
t=1
‖gt − ht‖2




This improves on prior results in several ways. First, our algorithm is a generic reduction, and so can be applied to
make optimistic versions of any new algorithms that may yet be invented. Second, it allows us to construct the first
parameter-free optimistic algorithm (e.g. unboundedW , B(u) = O˜(‖u‖)). Third, whenW is unconstrained, we can
improve our results to replace
∑ ‖gt− ht‖2 withmax(∑ ‖gt− ht‖2−‖ht‖2, 1). Finally, our optimistic algorithm is
“safe” in the sense that even if the hints ht are very bad we still do no worse than the original algorithm.
This paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce our technique for combining online learning guarantees
(Section 2), and provide an efficient algorithm that adapts to many norms at the same time as a simple example of
the technique in action. Next, we apply this technique to generate optimistic algorithms in unconstrained domains
(Section 3) and see a generic improvement in adaptivity over prior optimistic algorithms while also maintaining good
performance in the face of poor-quality ht. We then proceed to adapt our optimistic algorithm to constrained domains
(Section 4), matching prior bounds while again being robust to bad ht. Finally, we demonstrate how to take advantage
of multiple sequences of hints (Section 5), obtaining an optimistic guarantee that matches the performance on the best
sequence of hints in hindsight. We conclude with a simple trick showing how to compete with the best fixed hint
(Section 6).
1.1 Definitions and Notation
Throughout this paper we assumeW is a convex subset of a real Hilbert space. Given a norm ‖ · ‖, we write ‖ · ‖⋆ to
indicate the dual norm ‖g‖⋆ = sup‖x‖≤1〈g, x〉. We always use ‖·‖ to indicate the Hilbert space norm unless otherwise
stated, so that ‖ · ‖ = ‖ · ‖⋆ by the standard identification of a Hilbert space with its dual. Given a convex function f ,
we write x ∈ ∂f(y) to indicate that x is a subgradient of f at y. We interchangeably refer to gt as losses and gradients.
We will often assume the gt are bounded ‖gt‖ ≤ 1 for all t, which will be stated explicitly in the hypotheses of the
relevant results. As usual, e indicates the base of the natural logarithm.
2 Combining Parameter-Free Algorithms
In this section we provide our technique for combining incomparable regret guarantees. Our technique is most effective
on algorithms that ensure RT (0) ≤ ǫ for some (usually user-specified) ǫ. There has been much recent work on this
style of algorithm [16, 17, 18, 8, 19, 10], yielding so-called parameter-free algorithms that achieve optimal or near-
optimal regret guarantees up to log factors. These works provide various improvements in adaptivity to the norm of u
or the gradients gt. However, there is no one uniformly-dominant adaptive guarantee. As a simple example, under the
assumption ‖gt‖⋆ ≤ 1 for all t, recently [10] provided algorithms that obtain
RT (u) ≤ O˜

ǫ+ ‖u‖√
λ
max

log(‖u‖T
ǫ
)
,
√√√√ T∑
t=1
‖gt‖2⋆ log
(‖u‖T
ǫ
)

 (1)
for any norm fixed norm ‖ · ‖ such that ‖ · ‖2 is λ-strongly convex with respect to the norm ‖ · ‖.
Further, by running a single 1-dimensional copy of this algorithm in each coordinate of a d-dimensional problem
and rescaling ǫ to ǫ/d, we can obtain the regret:
RT (u) ≤ O˜

ǫ+ T∑
t=1
|ui|max

log(d|ui|T
ǫ
)
,
√√√√ T∑
t=1
|gt,i|2 log
(
d|ui|T
ǫ
)

 (2)
These regret guarantees are optimal (up to log factors) and also incomparable a priori. Depending on the gradients
gt and the benchmark u, it may be best to use the per-coordinate algorithm or it may be best to use some particular
norm. Thus the “ultimate adaptive algorithm” would be able to achieve the best of all these bounds in hindsight. One
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approach might be to run all of these optimizers in parallel and use some kind of expert algorithm to choose the best
one. This is essentially the approach taken by [20]. However, the regret of such a scheme would likely scale with
the maximum loss experienced by the best algorithm, which may be extremely pessimistic. Alternatively, one might
consider the simpler strategy of simply averaging the predictions of the base algorithms. Unfortunately, now the regret
is the average of the individual regrets, which is still not good enough. Instead, we propose an even simpler scheme:
just add the predictions. Rather surprisingly, this strategy works so long as each base algorithm guarantees RT (0)
sufficiently small. Specifically, we have the following easy Theorem:
Theorem 1. SupposeW is a Hilbert space. Let A and B be two online linear optimization algorithms that guarantee
regretRAT (u) andR
B
T (u) respectively. Let w
A
t andw
B
t be their respective predictions on the loss sequence g1, . . . , gT .
Let wt = w
A
t + w
B
t . Then we have
RT (u) =
T∑
t=1
〈gt, wt − u〉 ≤ inf
x+y=u
RAT (x) +R
B
T (y)
In particular, if RAT (0) ≤ ǫ and RBT (0) ≤ ǫ, we have
RT (u) ≤ ǫ+min(RAT (u), RBT (u))
Proof. The proof is one line:
T∑
t=1
〈gt, wt − u〉 =
T∑
t=1
〈gt, wAt − x〉+ 〈gt, wBt − y〉 ≤ RAT (x) +RBT (y)
With this strategy it is clear that we can combine any k algorithms and obtain only an additive penalty of (k − 1)ǫ
over the best of their regret bounds. Since parameter-free algorithms with guarantees like (1) and (2) depend on
log(1/ǫ), we can replace ǫ with ǫ/k to increase the regret by a factor of log(k) in exchange for guaranteeing only ǫ
regret at 0. Finally, we note that our assumption that W is an entire Hilbert space can usually be removed using the
unconstrained-to-constrained reduction of [10].
We can gain some more insight into why a result such as Theorem 1 should be expected to exist by appealing
to the equivalence between regret bounds and concentration inequalities outlined by [21]. Roughly speaking, this
result says that a regret bound of RT implies that sums of mean-zero random variables concentrate about their mean
with a radius of roughly RT - and vice versa. Therefore one should be able to convert a concentration bound into an
online learning algorithm, although the conversion may be very computationally taxing. There is already an extremely
popular technique for combining concentration inequalities - the union bound - so there should be a corresponding
way to combine regret bounds. In this way we can view Theorem 1 as providing an extremely efficient online learning
analog to the union bound.
One immediate application of Theorem 1 is to combine an algorithm that obtains the bound (2) with one that
obtains the bound (1) where ‖ · ‖ = ‖ · ‖2. This yields an algorithm that simultaneously enjoys a “dimension-
free” bound with respect to ‖ · ‖2 while also reaping the benefits of per-coordinate updates when the gradients gt or
comparison point u are sparse.
A second application is to adapt to many norms simultaneously. For example, in the following Theorem we
construct an algorithm that adapts to any p-norm for p ∈ [1, 2]. The strategy is simple: first, we show that by selecting
a discrete grid of log(d) different pi, we can ensure ‖x‖p is within a constant of ‖x‖pi for some i for any p ∈ [1, 2]
(Lemma 8). Then we observe that ‖ ·‖p is p−1-strongly-convexwith respect to itself, so that combining the guarantee
(1) with our algorithm-combining strategy immediately yields the desired results (Theorem 2).
Theorem 2. Suppose gt ∈ Rd satisfies ‖gt‖2 ≤ 1 for all t. Then there exists an online algorithm that runs in time
O(d log(d)) per update that obtains regret
RT (u) ≤ O˜

ǫ log(d) + inf
p∈[1,2]
‖u‖p√
p− 1
√√√√ T∑
t=1
‖gt‖2q


where for any p, q is such that 1
p
+ 1
q
= 1.
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Proof. Consider q0 = 2 and
1
qi
= 1
qi−1
− 1log(d) for all i ≤ log(d)/2 and pi given by 1pi + 1qi = 1. Note that there are
O(log(d)) different indices i. Then by Lemma 8, for any p ∈ [1, 2], there is some pi ≥ p such that ‖u‖pi ≤ ‖u‖p and
‖g‖qi ≤ e‖g‖q for all g. Recall that ‖ · ‖2pi is pi − 1-strongly convex with respect to ‖ · ‖pi . Then consider running
one algorithm for each pi that guarantees regret
RT (u) ≤ ǫ+ O˜

 ‖u‖pi√
pi − 1
√√√√ T∑
t=1
‖gt‖2qi


where 1
pi
+ 1
qi
= 1. Note that this is possible because ‖gt‖qi ≤ ‖gt‖2 ≤ 1 for all t. Then by combining all O(log(d))
of these algorithms using Theorem 1 we obtain the stated result.
Similar bounds have been shown in previous work: [20] achieved a similar bound using an expert algorithm to
combine the base algorithms. However, the expert algorithm dominates the runtime and leads to both O(T ) time per
update, and also to loss of adaptivity to the sum of the squared norms of the gradients. Also, [10] provides an algorithm
that adapts to any sequence of norms simultaneously, but their algorithm requiresO(d2) time per update and incurs an
extra
√
d factor in the regret bound. In contrast, the algorithm presented above is simple, adaptive, and efficient.
This best-of-all-worlds technique has powerful applications beyond simply combining existing regret guarantees.
In particular, it enables us to combine algorithms that do not guarantee sublinear regret with algorithms that do have
reasonable worst-case regret guarantees. This enables us to generate algorithms that perform well all the time (because
they do no worse than the algorithm with a worst-case guarantee), but may sometimes perform much better because
sometimes the algorithm without a sublinear regret guarantee may “get lucky” and perform extremely well. In the
following sections, we elaborate on this idea to develop optimistic online algorithms.
3 Optimism
Now we turn our best-of-all-worlds strategy into an optimistic online learning algorithm. Specifically, we will provide
a black-box reduction that converts any algorithmA that obtains regret
RT (u) ≤ B(u)
√√√√ T∑
t=1
‖gt‖2
into an optimistic algorithm obtaining regret
RT (u) ≤ B(u)
√√√√ T∑
t=1
‖gt − ht‖2
We first tackle the problem in the case thatW is an entire Hilbert space (no constraints), and then move to a constrained
setting in Section 4.
Our strategy uses a 1-dimensional parameter-free algorithm to take advantage of the hint ht. Intuitively, if ht = gt
for all t, then playing wt = −yht for some sufficiently large positive constant y will yield small regret. We can learn
this constant y on-the-fly by using a 1-dimensional online algorithm. Alternatively, if the hints are bad, then simply
running A will yield reasonably low regret (although perhaps not as low as in the former case). We combine these
two approaches using the technique of Theorem 1, and then add some more detailed analysis to derive the optimistic
regret guarantee. Importantly, this extra analysis allows us to dispense with the requirement thatA guarantees regret ǫ
at the origin, so that we can make optimistic versions of essentially any adaptive online learning algorithm.
Theorem 3. LetW be a Hilbert space. SupposeA guarantees regret
RAT (u) ≤ AT (u) +BT (u)
√√√√ T∑
t=1
‖gt‖2
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Algorithm 1 Optimistic Reduction
Input: Online learning algorithmA with domainW and B with domain R.
for t = 1 to T do
Get xt fromA and yt from B.
Get hint ht.
Play wt = xt − ytht, receive loss gt.
Send gt to A as the tth loss.
Send −〈gt, ht〉 to B as the tth loss.
end for
on gradients gt and suppose B guarantees regret
RBT (u) ≤ ǫ+ |u|C log(1 + |u|T c/ǫ) + |u|D
√√√√ T∑
t=1
z2t log(1 + |u|T c/ǫ)
on gradients zt with |zt| ≤ 1, where AT and BT are arbitrary non-negative functions and C, c and D and ǫ are
arbitrary nonnegative constants. Finally, suppose ‖ht‖ ≤ 1 and ‖gt‖ ≤ 1 for all t. Then Algorithm 1 guarantees
regret
RT (u) ≤ BT (u)
√√√√[(2C +D2) log(e+BT (u)T c/ǫ) + T∑
t=1
‖ht − gt‖2 − ‖ht‖2
]
1
+DBT (u)
√
log(e+BT (u)T c/ǫ) +AT (u) + ǫ
where [X ]1 denotesmax(X, 1). Further, Algorithm 1 simultaneously guarantees regret
RT (u) ≤ ǫ+RAT (u)
Let us unpack this Theorem. If we remove all logarithmic factors, then the Theorem states that
RT (u) ≤ O˜

BT (u)
√√√√[ T∑
t=1
‖ht − gt‖2 − ‖ht‖2
]
1
+AT (u) + ǫ


Next, we recall that [10] provides a 1-D algorithm that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3 for B as well as an algo-
rithm that satisfies the conditions for A with BT (u) = O(‖u‖
√
log(‖u‖T/ǫ)) and AT (u) = O(‖u‖ log(‖u‖T/ǫ) +
ǫ)1. Thus using these algorithms we obtain:
RT (u) ≤ O˜

ǫ+ ‖u‖
√√√√[ T∑
t=1
‖ht − gt‖2 − ‖ht‖2
]
1


This is already somewhat better (modulo log factors) than the standard optimistic guarantee by virtue of the −‖ht‖2
terms. Further, this algorithm is unconstrained, and to our knowledge is the first unconstrained algorithm to achieve
this optimistic guarantee. Even more, the second part of the Theorem shows that we never do worse than the base
algorithmA regardless of the values of ht. This greatly robustifies optimistic online algorithms, as it allows the use of
arbitrary hint sequences that may have absolutely no relationship with gt without harming the regret guarantees.
Now we provide the proof of Theorem 3. As sketched above, the main idea is that we are using Theorem 1 to
combine the regret of A and B. By careful analysis of the regret of these two algorithms we can interpolate between
the optimal scenario for B (i.e. when the gt = ht for all t), and the more general adversarial scenario.
1for example, consider the regret bound (1) with λ = 1
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Proof. We write the regret
RT (u) =
T∑
t=1
〈gt, wt − u〉
=
T∑
t=1
〈gt, xt − u〉 − 〈gt, ht〉yt
≤ RAT (u) +RBT (y)−
T∑
t=1
〈gt, ht〉y
Now we can actually immediately see the second part of the Theorem: just set y = 0 and observe that RBT (0) ≤ ǫ.
With this out of the way, we continue to unpack our regret inequality:
RT (u) ≤ AT (u) +BT (u)
√√√√ T∑
t=1
‖gt‖2 + yD
√√√√ T∑
t=1
〈gt, ht〉2 log(1 + |y|T c/ǫ)
+ ǫ+ yC log(1 + |y|T c/ǫ)−
T∑
t=1
〈gt, ht〉y
≤ AT (u) + (BT (u) + yD
√
log(1 + |y|T c/ǫ))
√√√√ T∑
t=1
‖gt‖2 −
T∑
t=1
〈gt, ht〉y
+ ǫ+ yC log(1 + |y|T c/ǫ)
Where in the second line we used ‖ht‖ ≤ 1.
Now consider the identity −2〈gt, ht〉 = ‖gt − ht‖2 − ‖gt‖2 − ‖ht‖2. Applying this yields
RT (u) ≤ yC log(1 + |y|T c/ǫ) + (BT (u) + yD
√
log(1 + |y|T c/ǫ))
√√√√ T∑
t=1
‖gt‖2
− y
2
T∑
t=1
‖gt‖2 + y
2
T∑
t=1
‖ht − gt‖2 − ‖ht‖2 +AT (u) + ǫ
≤ yC log(1 + |y|T c/ǫ) + y
2
T∑
t=1
‖ht − gt‖2 − ‖ht‖2
+ sup
X≥0
[
(BT (u) + yD
√
log(1 + |y|T c/ǫ))
√
X − y
2
X
]
+AT (u) + ǫ
≤ yC log(1 + yT c/ǫ) + y
2
T∑
t=1
‖ht − gt‖2 − ‖ht‖2
+
(BT (u) + yD
√
log(1 + |y|T c/ǫ))2
2y
+AT (u) + ǫ
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where in the last line we have used the assumption y ≥ 0. Now we optimize y:
RT (u) ≤ inf
y≥0
[
yC log(1 + yT c/ǫ) +
y
2
T∑
t=1
‖ht − gt‖2 − ‖ht‖2
+
(BT (u) + yD
√
log(1 + yT c/ǫ))2
2y
]
+AT (u) + ǫ
≤ inf
y≥0
[
y
2
(
(2C +D2) log(1 + yT c/ǫ) +
T∑
t=1
‖ht − gt‖2 − ‖ht‖2
)
+
BT (u)
2
2y
+DBT (u)
√
log(e + yT c/ǫ)
]
+AT (u) + ǫ
This infimum is computed in Lemma 9, yielding:
RT (u) ≤ BT (u)
√√√√[(2C +D2) log(e+BT (u)T c/ǫ) + T∑
t=1
‖ht − gt‖2 − ‖ht‖2
]
1
+DBT (u)
√
log(e+BT (u)T c/ǫ) +AT (u) + ǫ
as desired.
4 Constrained Optimism
The reduction Algorithm 1 requires an unconstrained domain in order to form the updates xt − ytht. To move to
the constrained setting, we use the unconstrained-to-constrained reduction from [10]. When used out-of-the-box, this
reduction converts an unconstrained algorithm whose regret as a function of the gradients gt is RT (u, gt, . . . , gT ) into
a constrained algorithm that obtains regret 2RT (u, g˜t, . . . , g˜t) where g˜t is a “surrogate gradient” with ‖g˜t‖ ≤ ‖gt‖.
Unfortunately, this is not quite good enough to maintain optimism as g˜t may be less similar to ht than gt was. However,
by inspecting the internals of the reduction, we can remedy this issue.
Specifically, the reduction of [10] replaces the iterates wt of the unconstrained online learning algorithm with
Π(wt) and the gradients gt with g˜t =
gt
2 +
‖gt‖
2 ∇S(wt), where Π(w) = argminw′∈W ‖w − w′‖ and S(w) =
‖w−Π(x)‖ = infw∈W ‖x−w‖ (in Hilbert spaces, argminw′∈W ‖w−w′‖ is always a singleton). We therefore apply
the same transformation to the hint ht, replacing it with h˜t =
ht
2 +
‖ht‖
2 ∇S(wt). This strategy is actually somewhat
more subtle than it appears because wt is a function of h˜t: wt = xt − yth˜t, and so the setting h˜t = ht2 + ‖ht‖2 ∇S(wt)
actually represents an equation that must be solved for the value of h˜t. Fortunately, it turns out that this equation is not
too difficult to solve, with the help of the following Lemma:
Lemma 4. Let W be a convex domain in a Hilbert space H . Let x ∈ H , y ∈ R, h ∈ H . Let z ∈ ∂S(x − yh2 ).
Suppose
y‖h‖z
2 ≤ S(x − yh/2). Then z ∈ ∂S(x − yh˜) for h˜ = h2 + ‖h‖z2 . If instead y‖h‖z2 < S(x − yh/2), then
az ∈ ∂S(x− yh˜) for h˜ = h2 + ‖h‖az2 where a =
2S(x− yh
2
)
y‖h‖ .
Intuitively, this Lemma tells us that most of the time if we set h˜t =
h
2 +
‖h‖z
2 for z = ∇S(xt − yht/2), we will
have h˜t =
ht
2 +
‖ht‖
2 ∇S(wt), wherewt = xt−yth˜t. This suggests the reduction given by Algorithm 2 for constrained
optimism.
Theorem 5. Under the same assumptions as Theorem 3, with the exception that W is now a convex domain in a
Hilbert space rather than necessarily the entire space. Then Algorithm 2 guarantees regret
RT (u) ≤ 2BT (u)
√√√√[(2C +D2) log(e+BT (u)T c/ǫ) + T∑
t=1
‖ht − gt‖2
]
1
+ 2DBT (u)
√
log(e+BT (u)T c/ǫ) + 2AT (u) + 2ǫ
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Algorithm 2 Optimism with Constraints
Input: Online learning algorithmsA with domainW and B with domain R.
for t = 1 to T do
Get xt fromA and yt,i from B.
Get hint ht.
Compute zt ∈ ∂S(xt − yt ht2 ).
if yt‖ht‖/2 > S(x+ ytht2 ) then
Set a =
2S(x+
ytht
2
)
yt‖ht‖
.
Set zt = az.
end if
Set h˜t =
ht
2 +
‖ht‖zt
2
Set w˜t = xt − yth˜t.
Play wt = Π(wt), receive loss gt.
Set g˜t =
gt
2 +
zt‖gt‖
2
Send g˜t to A as the tth loss.
Send −〈g˜t, h˜t〉 to B as the tth loss.
end for
where [X ]1 denotesmax(X, 1). Further, Algorithm 1 simultaneously guarantees regret
RT (u) ≤ 2ǫ+ 2AT (u) + 2BT (u)
√√√√ T∑
t=1
‖gt‖2
With this constrained algorithm in hand, we can take advantage of adaptive gradient descent algorithms [5, 22]
that obtain guaranteesRT (u) ≤ B
√
2
∑T
t=1 ‖gt‖2 where B is the diameter ofW . Using such an algorithm as A and
the same 1-dimensional algorithm for B as in the discussion following Theorem 3, we obtain a regret of
RT (u) ≤ O

ǫ+B
√√√√2 T∑
t=1
‖gt − ht‖2 + log(BT/ǫ) +B log(e +BT/ǫ)


which matches prior constrained optimistic guarantees up to sub-asymptotic log factors while being robust to poorly
chosen ht.
5 Many Hints At Once
The classical optimistic online learning setup considers a single hint ht provided at each round. However, one could
also imagine a scenario in which multiple hints ht,i, . . . , ht,i are provided in each round. Our reduction allows us to
handle this case seamlessly by combining the best-of-all-words analysis of Theorem 1 with Algorithm 1. In a nutshell,
we consider updates of the form xt −
∑k
i=1 yt,iht,i and use k independent 1-dimensional optimizers to optimize each
yt,i. This roughly corresponds to applying Theorem 1 to the problem of choosing the best hints, and so we suffer only
an additive penalty of ǫk to compete with the best hint sequence. The resulting pseudocode is in Algorithm 3, which
we analyze in Theorem 6
This reduction obtains the guarantee
Theorem 6. Under the same assumptions as Theorem 3, Algorithm 1 guarantees regret
RT (u) ≤ BT (u)
√√√√[(2C +D2) log(e +BT (u)T c/ǫ) + T∑
t=1
‖ht,i − gt‖2 − ‖ht,i‖2
]
1
+DBT (u)
√
log(e +BT (u)T c/ǫ) +AT (u) + kǫ
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Algorithm 3 Optimism with Many Hints
Input: Online learning algorithmA with domainW and B with domain R.
Initialize k copies of B, B1, . . . ,Bk.
for t = 1 to T do
Get xt fromA and yt,i from Bi for i ∈ [1, k].
Get hints ht,1, . . . , ht,k.
Play wt = xt −
∑k
i=1 yt,iht,i, receive loss gt.
Send gt to A as the tth loss.
Send −〈gt,i, ht〉 to Bi as the tth loss for all i.
end for
for all i, where [X ]1 denotesmax(X, 1). Further, Algorithm 1 simultaneously guarantees regret
RT (u) ≤ kǫ+RAT (u)
6 Best Fixed Hint
So far we have discussed how to use hints ht effectively, but given no consideration to where the hints come from.
In many cases, there is no external oracle providing hints and so they must be constructed from other information.
One popular choice is ht = gt−1. This yields bounds that depend on
∑T
t=1 ‖gt − gt−1‖2 and so obtain low regret
when the gradients are “slowly varying”. Another approach suggested by [12] yields regret bounds that depend on∑T
t=1 ‖gt − g‖2 where g = 1T
∑T
t=1 gt - which is an optimistic regret bound using the best fixed hint. In this section,
we suggest a simple scheme that generates hints that perform as well as this latter bound, which somewhat streamlines
the analysis of [12]. By utilizing Theorem 6, we can obtain both bounds at the same time.
The technique is quite simple: we use an online learning algorithm to choose ht. Define ℓt(h) = ‖gt − h‖2, then
we have
T∑
t=1
‖gt − ht‖2 ≤
T∑
t=1
ℓt(ht)− ℓt(h) +
T∑
t=1
‖gt − h‖2
for any arbitrary h. Further
∑T
t=1 ℓt(ht)− ℓt(h) is simply the regret of an online algorithm that plays ht in response to
losses ℓt. Conveniently, ℓt(h) is strongly-convex and so if we use the Follow-The-Leader algorithm to pick ht (which
corresponds to using the running-average ht =
1
t−1
∑t−1
i=1 gi), we obtain [3]:
T∑
t=1
ℓt(ht)− ℓt(h) ≤ O(log(T ))
Plugging this into the regret bound of Theorem 3, we have regret
RT (u) ≤ O˜

ǫ+ ‖u‖
√√√√ T∑
t=1
‖gt − g‖2

 (3)
Up to log factors, this represents a generic improvement in adaptivity over the standard regret bound that depends on∑T
t=1 ‖gt‖2, and generalizes the regret bound of [12] to unconstrained domains. Further, we remark in Appendix A
that the existence of this algorithm actually provides a simple proof of an empirical Bernstein bound in Hilbert spaces.
The above technique can actually be improved in the unconstrained setting. Since our unconstrained optimistic
guarantee depends on
∑T
t=1 ‖gt − ht‖ − ‖ht‖2 =
∑T
t=1〈gt, gt − 2ht〉 rather than
∑T
t=1 ‖gt − ht‖2, we can set
ℓt(h) = 〈gt, gt − 2h〉 to obtain an even tighter bound. Notice now that ℓt is no longer strongly-convex, but it is still
convex. Thus we can use an adaptive gradient descent algorithm with domain {‖h‖ ≤ 1} (e.g. Adagrad) [5, 22] to
obtain:
T∑
t=1
ℓt(ht)− ℓt(h) ≤ O


√√√√ T∑
t=1
‖gt‖2


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In this case the optimal value of h is −
∑T
t=1
gt
‖
∑
T
t=1
gt‖
, so that we have
T∑
t=1
‖gt − ht‖2 − ‖ht‖2 ≤
T∑
t=1
‖gt − h‖2 − ‖h‖2 + ℓt(ht)− ℓt(h)
≤
T∑
t=1
‖gt‖2 − 2
∥∥∥∥∥
T∑
t=1
gt
∥∥∥∥∥+O


√√√√ T∑
t=1
‖gt‖2


If we then apply the optimistic bound of Theorem 3, we have
RT (u) ≤ O˜

ǫ+ ‖u‖
√√√√√ T∑
t=1
‖gt‖2 − 2
∥∥∥∥∥
T∑
t=1
gt
∥∥∥∥∥+
√√√√ T∑
t=1
‖gt‖2


7 Conclusion
We introduced the simple strategy of adding iterates as a method for obtaining best-of-all-worlds style regret guarantees
in parameter-free online learning. Further, a variation on this technique yields optimistic regret bounds. Our optimistic
algorithm is a generic reduction that converts any adaptive online learning algorithm into an optimistic algorithm. This
extends optimism to unconstrained domains, allows algorithms to use many sequences of hints, and does not degrade
performance when the hints are poor. Finally, we provide a simple technique that competes with the best fixed hint,
which can be used to provide a simple proof of an empirical Bernstein bound. Intuitively, we achieved optimism by
combining an algorithm that had an excellent best-case guarantee but a poor worst-case guarantee with a “safety-net”
algorithm that had reasonable worst-case guarantees. It is our hope that similar synergies with other algorithms will
yield further increases in adaptivity.
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A Concentration Inequality
In this section we convert the “best fixed hint” bound in Section 6 into a concentration inequality in Hilbert spaces following the
approach of [21], who describe an elegant general equivalence between online learning algorithms and concentration inequalities.
Although we suspect the constants in our bound can be significantly improved by a more involved direct analysis, we think the
simplicity of this argument is interesting in of itself. First we describe the general procedure to turn regret bounds into concentration
inequalities. We run an online algorithm with gradients gt = Xt − E[Xt] where X1, . . . , Xt are i.i.d. random variables such that
‖Xt−E[Xt]‖ ≤ 1 with probability 1. Suppose our algorithm guarantees RT (0) ≤ ǫ for some ǫ. Then if we set u = −c
∑T
t=1 gt
‖
∑
T
t=1
gt‖
for some c, we have:
RT (u) =
T∑
t=1
〈gt, wt〉+ c
∥∥∥∥∥
T∑
t=1
gt
∥∥∥∥∥
ǫ−
T∑
t=1
〈gt, wt〉 = c
∥∥∥∥∥
T∑
t=1
gt
∥∥∥∥∥−RT (u) + ǫǫ = E
[
c
∥∥∥∥∥
T∑
t=1
gt
∥∥∥∥∥−RT (u) + ǫ
]
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Further, since ǫ−
∑T
t=1〈gt, wt〉 = ǫ−RT (0), we have ǫ−
∑T
t=1〈gt, wt〉 ≥ 0 so that by Markov’s inequality we can say that
with probability at least 1− δ,
c
∥∥∥∥∥
T∑
t=1
gt
∥∥∥∥∥−RT (u) + ǫ ≤ ǫδ
This, in tandemwith appropriate algebra, provides a concentration inequality of roughly ‖
∑T
t=1Xt−E[
∑T
t=1Xt]‖ ≤ RT (−
∑T
t=1 gt
‖
∑
T
t=1
gt‖
).
In particular, since RT (u) depends on gt− g, we have gt− g = Xt−X whereX =
1
T
∑T
t=1Xt, and so we recover the empirical
Bernstein inequality [23], generalized to Hilbert spaces:
Theorem 7. Suppose X1, . . . , XT are i.i.d. random variables in a Hilbert space such that ‖Xt − E[Xt]‖ ≤ 1 with probability 1.
Then with probability at least 1− δ,
∥∥∥∥∥
T∑
t=1
Xt − E
[
T∑
t=1
Xt
]∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ O˜

1 +
√√√√ T∑
t=1
∥∥∥Xt − ∑Tt=1 XtT ∥∥∥2


Proof. Recall that our proof strategy is to run an online learning algorithm on the gradient sequence gt = Xt − E[Xt], which
yields
RT (u) =
T∑
t=1
〈gt, wt〉+ c
∥∥∥∥∥
T∑
t=1
gt
∥∥∥∥∥
ǫ = E
[
c
∥∥∥∥∥
T∑
t=1
gt
∥∥∥∥∥−RT (u) + ǫ
]
Suppose the online learning algorithm is an algorithm that obtains an optimistic guarantee with a best fixed-hint:
RT (u) ≤ O

ǫ+ ‖u‖
√√√√ T∑
t=1
‖gt − g‖2 log(‖w‖T/ǫ) + ‖u‖ log(‖u‖T/ǫ)


where g = 1
T
∑T
t=1 gt. Then RT (0) ≤ ǫ with probability 1, so that ǫ −
∑T
t=1〈gt, wt〉 ≥ 0 with probability 1. Therefore by
Markov’s inequality, with probability at least 1− δ,
c
∥∥∥∥∥
T∑
t=1
gt
∥∥∥∥∥−RT (u) + ǫ ≤ ǫδ∥∥∥∥∥
T∑
t=1
gt
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ RT (u)c + ǫ(1 + δ)cδ∥∥∥∥∥
T∑
t=1
Xt − E[
T∑
t=1
Xt]
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ infc RT (u)− ǫc + ǫcδ
Now setting ǫ = δ and c = 1 we have with probability at least 1− δ:∥∥∥∥∥
T∑
t=1
Xt − E[
T∑
t=1
Xt]
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ RT (u)− ǫ+ 1
Plugging in our optimistic regret bound we have with probability at least 1− δ:
∥∥∥∥∥
T∑
t=1
Xt − E[
T∑
t=1
Xt]
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ O

1 + ‖u‖
√√√√ T∑
t=1
‖gt − g‖2 log(T/δ) + log(‖u‖T/ǫ)


= O

1 +
√√√√ T∑
t=1
‖Xt −X‖2 log(T/δ) + log(T/δ)


where we have observed that ‖u‖ = c andXt −
∑T
t=1 Xt
T
= gt − g.
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B Technical Lemmas
In this section we prove the Lemmas used in the main text. First, the following Lemma shows that we can discretize the space of
p-norms:
Lemma 8. Let q0 = 2 and
1
qi
= 1
qi−1
− 1
log(d)
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , ⌊log(d)/2⌋}. Let pi be defined by
1
pi
+ 1
qi
= 1. Then for any
p ∈ [1, 2], there exists i such that pi ≥ p, ‖x‖pi ≤ ‖x‖p and ‖x‖qi ≤ e‖x‖q for all x, where
1
p
+ 1
q
= 1.
Proof. First, we claim that ‖x‖q′ ≤ d
1/q′−1/q‖x‖q for any q
′ ≤ q. To see this, observe that without loss of generality we may set
‖x‖qq = 1, and attempt to maximize ‖x‖
q′
q′
subject to the constraint ‖x‖q = 1. Then by application of LaGrange multipliers, we
have
q′xq
′−1
i = λqx
q−1
i
for all i. From this we see that any non-zero xis must all be equal to each other. Let n be the number of non-zero xis, and let z be
their common value. Then we wish to maximize nzq
′
subject to nzq = 1. This yields nzq = n1−q
′/q . This clearly grows with n,
which can be at most d. Thus we see ‖x‖q
′
q′ ≤ d
1−q′/q , which implies ‖x‖q′ ≤ d
1/q′−1/q as desired.
Now we can move on to prove the Lemma. Let i be the largest value such that qi ≤ q. Then by the recursive definition of qi,
we must have 1
qi
− 1
q
≤ 1
log(d)
so that ‖x‖qi ≤ d
1/ log(d)‖x‖q = e‖x‖q . Further, since qi ≤ q, pi ≥ p so that ‖x‖pi ≤ ‖x‖p.
The following Lemma is used to optimize y in the proof of Theorem 3:
Lemma 9. Suppose A, B, C,D, E are non-negative constants. Then
inf
y≥0
[
y(A+B log(e+ Cy)) +
D2
y
+ E
√
log(e+Cy)
]
≤ 2D
√
[A+B log(e+ CD)]1 + E
√
log(e+ CD)
where [X]1 = max(X, 1).
Proof. We just guess a value for y:
y =
D√
[A+B log(e+ CD)]1
Then the result follows from the fact that log is an increasing function and y ≤ D.
This final Lemma is allows us to compute the modified hint values h˜t needed to convert our unconstrained optimistic algorithm
into a constrained algorithm.
Lemma 10. Let W be a convex domain in a Hilbert space. Let x /∈ W . Then for any t ∈ [0, S(x)), we have δ ∈ S(x − tδ) for
all δ ∈ ∂S(x). Further, we have aδ ∈ ∂S(x− S(x)δ) for all a ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. First, observe that from Proposition 1 and Theorem 4 from [10] we have S is 1-Lipschitz and ∂S(x) =
{
x−Π(x)
‖x−Π(x)‖
}
.
Therefore δ = x−Π(x)
‖x−Π(x)‖
and so S(x) − t ≤ S(x − tδ) ≤ ‖x − tδ − Π(x)‖ = S(x) − t, where the first inequality is from
Lipschitzness and the last equality from definition of δ. Therefore Π(x) = Π(x − tδ), and so the first part of the Lemma follows
from Theorem 4 of [10]. For the second part, we observe that 0 ∈ ∂S(x − S(x)δ) because x − S(x)δ ∈ W . Therefore
aδ + (1− a)0 = aδ in ∂S(x− δ), proving the second part of the Lemma.
Lemma 4 is now an immediate corollary of Lemma 10.
C Proof of Theorem 5
We restate the Theorem below for reference:
Theorem 5. Under the same assumptions as Theorem 3, with the exception that W is now a convex domain in a Hilbert space
rather than necessarily the entire space. Then Algorithm 2 guarantees regret
RT (u) ≤ 2BT (u)
√√√√[(2C +D2) log(e+BT (u)T c/ǫ) + T∑
t=1
‖ht − gt‖2
]
1
+ 2DBT (u)
√
log(e+BT (u)T c/ǫ) + 2AT (u) + 2ǫ
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where [X]1 denotes max(X, 1). Further, Algorithm 1 simultaneously guarantees regret
RT (u) ≤ 2ǫ+ 2AT (u) + 2BT (u)
√√√√ T∑
t=1
‖gt‖2
Proof. Define ℓt(w) =
1
2
(〈gt, w〉+ ‖g‖S(w)). Then by Lemma 4, zt ∈ ∂S(w˜t), so that g˜t =
gt
2
+ zt‖gt‖
2
∈ ∂ℓt(w˜t). Now we
apply the definition of ℓt, w˜t and Cauchy-Schwarz just as in [10] to obtain
1
2
〈gt, wt − u〉 ≤ ℓt(w˜t)− ℓt(u) ≤ 〈g˜t, w˜t − u〉. Thus
we may analyze the regret of the w˜ts with respect to the g˜ts. This is encouraging, because the w˜ts are constructed using Algorithm
1 on hints h˜t and gradients g˜t.
Now we continue as in the proof of Theorem 3. We write the regret
1
2
RT (u) ≤
T∑
t=1
〈g˜t, w˜t − u〉
=
T∑
t=1
〈g˜t, xt − u〉 − 〈g˜t, h˜t〉yt
≤ RAT (u) +R
B
T (y)−
T∑
t=1
〈g˜t, h˜t〉y
Now again we can actually immediately see the second part of the Theorem by setting y = 0 and observing ‖g˜t‖ ≤ ‖gt‖ for all t.
For the first part of the Theorem, by exactly the same argument as the proof of Theorem 3 we have
1
2
RT (u) ≤ BT (u)
√√√√[(2C +D2) log(e+BT (u)T c/ǫ) + T∑
t=1
‖h˜t − g˜t‖2 − ‖h˜t‖2
]
1
+DBT (u)
√
log(e+BT (u)T c/ǫ) + AT (u) + ǫ
Finally, observe that
‖h˜t − g˜t‖ ≤
∥∥∥∥ht − gt2 − (‖ht‖ − ‖gt‖)zt2
∥∥∥∥
≤
‖ht − gt‖
2
+
|‖ht‖ − ‖gt‖|
2
≤ ‖ht − gt‖
where in the second line we observed that ‖zt‖ ≤ 1 (because S is 1-Lipschitz), and in the last line we observe that |‖a‖ − ‖b‖| ≤
‖a− b‖ for all a, b by triangle inequality. Putting this together we have
1
2
RT (u) ≤ BT (u)
√√√√[(2C +D2) log(e+BT (u)T c/ǫ) + T∑
t=1
‖ht − gt‖2
]
1
+DBT (u)
√
log(e+BT (u)T c/ǫ) + AT (u) + ǫ
as desired.
D Proof of Theorem 6
We restate the Theorem below for reference:
Theorem 6. Under the same assumptions as Theorem 3, Algorithm 1 guarantees regret
RT (u) ≤ BT (u)
√√√√[(2C +D2) log(e+BT (u)T c/ǫ) + T∑
t=1
‖ht,i − gt‖2 − ‖ht,i‖2
]
1
+DBT (u)
√
log(e+BT (u)T c/ǫ) + AT (u) + kǫ
for all i, where [X]1 denotes max(X, 1). Further, Algorithm 1 simultaneously guarantees regret
RT (u) ≤ kǫ+R
A
T (u)
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Proof. Just as in the proof of Theorem 3, we write the regret
RT (u) =
T∑
t=1
〈gt, wt − u〉
=
T∑
t=1
〈gt, xt − u〉 −
k∑
i=1
〈gt, ht,i〉yt,i
≤ RAT (u) +
k∑
i=1
RBiT (yi)−
k∑
i=1
T∑
t=1
〈gt, ht,i〉yi
Now again we can actually immediately see the second part of the Theorem by setting yi = 0 for all i and observing that∑k
i=1R
Bi(0) ≤ ǫk. Further, choose any particular index i. Then set yj = 0 for all j 6= i and we have
RT (u) ≤ R
A
T (u) + (k − 1)ǫ+R
Bi
T (yi)−
T∑
t=1
〈gt, ht,i〉yi
Now the rest of the proof is identical to that of Theorem 3
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